Tennis Match Results
UNLV vs Purdue
Jan 28, 2018 at Waco, Texas (Hurd Tennis Center)

UNLV 4, Purdue 3

**Singles competition**
1. Gergley Madarasz (PUR) def. Alexandr Cozbinov (UNLV) 6-2, 3-6, 6-2
2. Stephan Koenigsfest (PUR) def. Ruben Alberts (UNLV) 6-2, 3-6, 6-4
3. Javier Rodriguez (PUR) def. Courtney Lock (UNLV) 3-6, 6-3, 6-1
4. Eric Samuelsson (UNLV) def. Maksymillan Raupuk (PUR) 6-3, 6-3
5. Richard Solberg (UNLV) def. Athell Bennett (PUR) 7-6 (7-5), 6-3, 6-2

**Doubles competition**
1. Gergley Madarasz/Athell Bennett (PUR) vs. Alexandr Cozbinov/Courtney Lock (UNLV) 3-3, unfinished
2. Ruben Alberts/Jordan Sauer (UNLV) def. Stephan Koenigsfest/Javier Rodriguez (PUR) 6-1
3. Eric Samuelsson/Clayton Alenik (UNLV) def. Renan Hanayama/Ali Mooraj (PUR) 6-0

Match Notes:
UNLV 1-1
Purdue 2-4
Order of finish: Doubles (3,2); Singles (4,6,1,2,3,5)
ITA Kick-Off Weekend Consolation Match
Hosted by Baylor University
(3) Purdue vs. (4) UNLV